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Abstract: The aim of this review is to provide an overview of the research in attentional processing and affective reactivity in pregnancy and postpartum to inform future research. Numerous changes occur in attentional processing and affective reactivity across the childbearing period. This review focuses on the definition and methods of measuring attentional processing and affective reactivity. We discuss research studies that have examined the changes in these two processes during the perinatal phases of pregnancy and postpartum, with and without depression and anxiety. We evaluate the importance of using multiple levels of measurement, including physiological and neuroimaging techniques, to study these processes via implicit and explicit tasks. Research that has identified regions of brain activation using functional magnetic resonance imaging as well as other physiological assessments is integrated into the discussion. The importance of using sophisticated methodological techniques in future studies, such as multiple mediation models, for the purpose of elucidating mechanisms of change during these processes in pregnancy and postpartum is emphasized. We conclude with a discussion of the effect of these processes on maternal psychological functioning and infant outcomes. These processes support a strategy for individualizing treatment for pregnant and postpartum women suffering from depression and anxiety.
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Introduction
Research has examined the emotional, cognitive, and biological changes that occur during pregnancy and postpartum to increase our understanding of the physiology of transition to motherhood and its effect on maternal and infant well-being. During the postpartum period, women are more likely to experience anxiety, sleep irregularities, increased neuroticism, and other depressive symptoms relative to nonpartum women. These emotional disturbances have associated neural correlates, both in the context of general affective response and regulation as well as when responding to infant cues (for a review, see Pechtel and colleagues). Dysregulation of the mother’s emotional state and correlated neural responses, particularly in affective and cognitive control centers such as the amygdala and prefrontal cortex, may impair attachment with her infant. Although the literature has been consistent in showing that emotional disturbances are common throughout this critical period and exert negative effects on attachment, specific mechanisms responsible for these changes are not well understood. In addition, the pathophysiology of the development and maintenance of depressive and other clinical symptoms during pregnancy and postpartum remain understudied.
Data suggest that cognitive reorganization occurs during pregnancy, associated with minor impairments in working memory, free recall, and general cognition, and specifically the domains of processing speed and abstract reasoning. These changes have implications for the way women process and respond to affective information in their environment and how they may organize their behaviors in response to stimuli unique to motherhood or mother–baby interactions. Differences in cognitive processing have also been found in the perception of cognitive abilities during pregnancy. During the third trimester, pregnant women have reported impairments in attention and memory, although performance on objective measures remained intact. Perception of impairments in these areas may lead to important behavior changes, particularly if the mother perceives she is poorly equipped to handle the demands of motherhood.

Attention and affective changes may be adaptive and provide protection for both mother and infant against potential environmental and biological threats. For example, a heightened response to threat allows for a faster and more targeted response to protect the infant from external harmful stimuli. Pregnant and postpartum women have shown cognitive enhancements in certain tasks and outperform nonpartum controls. An example is a “stem completion and recognition” task. Pregnant and nonpregnant women were both asked to recall previously presented words prompted only with ambiguous letters. Pregnant women remembered significantly more words related to motherhood compared with nonpregnant women. The greater attunement to pregnancy and motherhood-related stimuli may be evolutionarily adaptive as women transition to caring for an infant. However, this research remains limited, particularly in the domain of specific implicit and explicit cognitive processes such as attention and affective reactivity. Given the potential effect on mother–infant relationships and infant outcomes, this is an area that compels further study.

Biological changes appear to have a strong influence on these cognitive and affective disturbances. Many neurobiological and endocrine changes occur during fetal development; including increases in sex steroid hormone secretion (ie, prolactin and oxytocin), pregnancy-specific peptide hormone secretion, and expression of specific hormone receptors in the brain. These changes have pervasive influences on behavioral and emotional expression in mothers, including lactation, ovulation suppression, stress response reduction, and appetite increase. In particular, hormone levels (eg, oxytocin) play a role in mood changes and reduced performance on mental tasks and amnesic effects. In addition, neuropeptide expression in neurons during pregnancy has an effect on stress responses, such that pregnant women show a decreased stress response via the hypothalamic-pituitary–adrenal axis; however, responses still exist, and women who demonstrate increased chronic – not brief acute – stress during pregnancy are more likely to have suboptimal outcomes such as preterm delivery. Furthermore, research has linked individual differences in maternal attachment to the development of dopaminergic and oxytocinergic systems, showing that the oxytocin response to both infant contact and viewing their own infant’s faces was increased in women with secure attachment.

Taken together, this research indicates that changes in affective, cognitive, and behavioral responses to one’s environment are key features of the perinatal phase. These alterations may appear as a result of the vast neurobiological changes that occur to prepare a woman’s body for parturition and motherhood. For a more detailed and extensive review on this literature, we refer the interested reader to a special issue of Progress in Brain Research focused on brain activation and other biological changes and on their associations with maternal functioning.

This review will focus on two specific processes during the perinatal phase, attentional processing and affective reactivity, which occur outside of awareness and yet have a significant influence on behavior, learning, decision making, and emotional experience. Attentional processing has particular salience during the peripartum transition, as mothers must become increasingly aware and vigilant of their environments to protect themselves and their infants from incoming threats. Disruption of this process has implications for a mother’s capacity to respond well to her infant. In addition, affective reactivity, which reflects a mother’s sensitivity and immediate response to emotional stimuli, has a direct effect on how a mother responds to her environment, particularly toward signals from her infant. We summarize and discuss the existing research on attentional processing and affective reactivity in pregnant and postpartum women across different assessment modalities and measurement techniques. Similarities in these processes between perinatal and nonperinatal samples will be discussed. The influence of depression on these processes and potential application to treatment provides a direction for future research and methodological techniques. In addition, the effect any disruptions in these processes have on infant outcomes is considered in each section.

**Attentional processing in pregnancy and postpartum**

Attentional processing refers to the cognitive processing that determines which external information is attended to,
and consequently involves implicit cognitive processes that influence behavior. Negative attentional bias is characterized by preferential attention to negative stimuli over neutral stimuli when the two stimuli sets compete in an implicit experimental task for processing priority. Functionally, attentional bias represents an individual’s difficulty shifting attention away from negative stimuli, such that goal-irrelevant affective stimuli unduly influence cognitive processing and subsequent behavior. Attentional biases involving affect have been studied with standardized emotional imagery, including emotional faces and emotional environmental scenes. Research has indicated that attention is oriented away from sad faces and toward happy faces in healthy subjects or is distributed evenly across valenced and neutral faces. This may be a function of survival relevance, as opposed to valence, as attention is preferentially engaged by threat signals such as fearful faces, and neutral infant faces versus neutral adult faces, thus ensuring adequate resources are allocated for protection from harm and survival of offspring, respectively.

Attentional bias can be influenced by an individual’s mood. For example, depression is characterized by greater attentional bias to negative stimuli. Individuals with depressed mood allocate attentional resources to sad stimuli over happy or neutral ones. Notably, attentional bias plays a causal role in the maintenance of depression, and when attentional bias decreases, depression symptoms remit and stress recovery can occur. Anxiety has been characterized by overly heightened bias to threat cues and preferential eye gaze toward intense negative facial expressions, particularly for increased anxious symptomatology. This may perpetuate the heightened reactivity to seemingly innocuous stimuli characteristic of pervasive and specific anxiety. Finally, attentional bias to threat-related stimuli has been shown to be causally related to the development of anxiety, although its causal role in perinatal depression is unclear.

Attentional bias is characterized by deficits in nondepressed women with high-risk pregnancies compared with women with uncomplicated pregnancies. Implicit attention toward infant distress has been associated with improved maternal–infant interactions in nondepressed pregnant women and secure attachment development in infants. Infant faces may be more salient to mothers, as evidenced by longer response to times to infant versus adult faces in healthy mothers compared with nonmothers. Increased attention and responsiveness to infants and infant distress is evolutionarily adaptive and ensures a mother attends to her infant’s needs. Conversely, depressed pregnant women have shown significantly decreased attentional bias for infant distressed faces compared with healthy pregnant women. This effect was not found for adult faces. Nondepressed women were slower to disengage from distressed infant faces, whereas depressed women showed the opposite trend and were quicker to disengage from these faces. In addition, antenatal factors such as attachment style and self-identity influence preferential processing and maternal sensitivity.

These irregularities in preferential processing toward distressed infant cues suggest depressed mothers may be less likely to attend to incoming threats. Modulation of the startle reflex, an implicit measure of threat response and defense system mobilization, is attenuated among healthy women between 4–6 weeks postdelivery, which suggests a “deactivated defense system.” Although no studies have specifically looked at startle modulation in depressed women during pregnancy or postpartum, it is possible this response is further attenuated because of the blunted reactivity common in depression. Review of neuroimaging data indicates that healthy mothers have brain activation in reward centers when explicitly attending to their own infant’s face relative to unknown infants, which is proposed to keep a mother engaged with the stimulus and her infant. In mothers with insecure attachment styles, these same reward processing networks were not activated in response to distressed faces and were associated with insecure attachment. In addition, mothers who reported higher maternal care showed increased activation in areas associated with greater emotional processing and representation of others’ mental states.

In summary, research in attentional bias in nonpartum depressed samples is available, whereas research on attentional bias in pregnancy and postpartum samples is scant. However, we can glean the following observations from the existing data: First, healthy pregnant and postpartum women show a heightened attunement of implicit attention to threat and infant signals relative to nonperinatal women. Second, attentional indices to threat and infant stimuli have distinct neurocognitive and physiological correlates. Third, attentional processing appears to be influenced by other trait factors, specifically attachment style, as well as state factors, such as mood and the presence of depression or anxiety symptoms. Fourth, this altered attentional processing has implications for mother–infant interactions by decreasing a mother’s implicit response to her infant’s distress. New research may seek to clarify the neurocognitive and physiological mechanisms of attentional processes.
toward identifying targets for treatment for perinatal samples.

**Affective reactivity in pregnancy and postpartum**

Affective reactivity is characterized by an individual’s detection and responsivity to emotional stimuli. Affect, or subjectively experienced feelings, is central to mood and emotions, is often expressed in a preconscious way (without the person explicitly describing their emotions), and therefore requiring testing using computer-generated tasks that elicit affective reactions), and may be measured using two dimensions. The first dimension is valence, which specifies feelings from neutral-pleasant (positivity) and neutral-unpleasant (negativity) evoked by emotional information. The second dimension is arousal, defined as the intensity of response to the stimuli. Using standardized, well-validated tasks that use emotional stimuli, such as the International Affective Picture System, or facial expressions depicting emotions, the person can assign ratings of valence and arousal to reflect their affective reactivity.

Affective reactivity has been measured in both healthy and clinical participants, with important differences. In general, healthy participants rate highly negative and positive information as more arousing than neutral information. Conversely, depressed participants have attenuated ratings to both positive and negative images, indicating a blunted reactivity that may ultimately influence approach and avoidance behavior. In terms of facial expressions, depression has been associated with interpretations of ambiguous or neutral facial expressions as negative and difficulty detecting happiness in mildly pleasant facial expressions. Differentially, anxious participants have shown heightened arousal ratings to emotional stimuli, specifically threatening or pathology-specific fear cues. These findings suggest an underlying difference in attention and affective responding to affective cues in psychopathology. It is unclear whether this is causative or an effect of depression/anxiety, although research indicates it may be a vulnerability factor for the development of emotional distress.

Functionally, mothers are continually prompted to interpret and react to the environment, and particularly cues from their babies, with emotional responses that ensure infant- and self-care. Systematic biases in emotional reactions, characterized by distorted reactivity to emotional information, have critical relevance to decision-making, cognition, and health and, by extension, are likely to have important effects on maternal affective experience. Distorted affective reactivity may affect mother–infant interactions, quality of attachment, and the infant’s affective experiences. The presence of depressive symptoms in mothers, which has been shown to influence affective reactivity, has negative consequences for child cognitive development and behavior. This may have an effect on implicit affective processing in offspring as well. For example, daughters of depressed mothers selectively attended to negative facial expressions, whereas daughters of nondepressed mothers attended more to positive facial expressions.

Depressed postpartum women have shown a negative interpretation of neutral infant and adult faces, poorer recognition of negative stimuli compared with nonpartum depressed women, and decreased accuracy in identifying happy faces. This indicates a disruption in the recognition and processing of emotional stimuli, as indicated by explicit responses to these stimuli, which reflects underlying implicit processes. Difficulties in discerning infant-related affective cues may have deleterious effects on mother–baby dyads and attachment processes. Research on affective reactivity in pregnancy is scarce, but one study demonstrated that pregnant women with depression show attenuated intensity to emotional stimuli compared with pregnant women without depression. Taken together, these findings indicate that pregnant and postpartum women have altered implicit emotional information processing, and therefore explicit emotional response. However, future research should compare healthy pregnant and postpartum women with age-matched nonpartum women to delineate whether this is a result of clinical symptoms, pregnancy, or both. In addition, research should focus on better understanding the effect of affective reactivity processes on mother–baby attachment processes in both clinical and nonclinical samples, using longitudinal methodology.

Neuroimaging research has indicated that healthy pregnant women in their second trimester show increased activation to fear-related stimuli in the prefrontal cortex compared with those in the third trimester. In addition, in this study, activation of the prefrontal cortex while processing fearful faces was negatively associated with selective attention to fearful faces and was positively associated with general distress and anxiety. Overall, this suggests an alteration of prefrontal cortex function during the processing of fear-relevant stimuli in pregnancy, which may occur as a result of psychobiological changes during this trimester and may be a vulnerability for depression and anxiety during postpartum. However, neuroimaging studies in human pregnancy are scarce, with most research being performed
on rats and mice. Future research may investigate this topic with humans.

Parents in general, and mothers in particular, also demonstrate neural activation differences compared with nonparents, such as deactivation in the anterior cingulate cortex and a stronger reaction to a crying than a laughing infant. First-time healthy mothers demonstrate activation of an extensive brain network when viewing pictures of their own infant, including the ventral tegmental area/substantia nigra, the striatum, and the frontal lobe regions involved in emotion, cognition, and motor/behavioral outputs. In contrast, women with PPD have lower activation in the posterior orbitofrontal cortex for negative versus neutral stimuli and decreased activation in the left dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and amygdala while viewing infant faces. Ultimately, disruption in reactivity to emotional information may activate different brain networks and influence subsequent behavior, which affects functioning and impairs mother–infant interactions. Understanding these underlying brain networks may provide crucial information about neural substrates or vulnerabilities and illuminate treatment approaches to help mothers engage optimally with their infants.

In summary, the research on affective reactivity in perinatal populations supports several conclusions. First, there are specific brain networks that activate in healthy pregnant and postpartum women when viewing pictures of their own infants; in particular, reward-related brain regions are crucial for increasing motivation to engage in infant caregiving. Heightened activation to threat stimuli occurs during pregnancy in preparation for motherhood and continues in parenthood. Second, depressed mothers show altered affective reactivity in the form of decreased brain activation in areas, such as the amygdala and prefrontal cortex, with attenuated arousal, but potentiated negative ratings in response to emotional stimuli and impaired recognition of emotional faces. Third, these biases have implications for mother–infant attachment and even implicit processes in offspring. However, the direct influences of affective reactivity, as well as potential targets for treatment, remain less understood and provide an avenue for future research.

Necessity for sample-specific and sample-validated stimuli

Within the realm of research in attentional processing and affective reactivity, several standardized emotional stimuli sets are used in experimental paradigms. When studying samples of pregnant and postpartum women, many researchers have created study-specific stimuli such as images of the mother’s own infants or filming adults and infants from the surrounding community in naturalistic settings; this is because a standardized set of maternal-specific stimuli is not currently available. Scientific testing of these stimuli sets requires time, effort, and resources.

The validation process for standardized stimuli sets such as the International Affective Picture System, as well as study-specific images, includes presentation of these stimuli to college students, research assistants, and convenience samples from the community. This is crucial for ensuring that stimuli are truly representative of what they are meant to convey (a sad face is consistently viewed as sad by norms composed of nonclinical pregnant and postpartum women). However, different populations, such as clinical samples or pregnant/postpartum women, might view stimuli differently than healthy individuals. In a study examining affective reactivity in pregnant and postpartum women while viewing International Affective Picture System images, arousal ratings of each picture were compared with normative ratings of the same stimuli by female college students. Results showed that healthy pregnant and postpartum women assigned lower arousal ratings to neutral, positive, and threatening images compared with healthy college women. These observations indicate a blunting of reactivity in healthy women during pregnancy and postpartum. In addition, these ratings were highly correlated from pregnancy to postpartum, indicating stability over time.

Although the study sample was not demographically matched to the college students, preliminary results suggest blunted reactivity to emotional stimuli in nondepressed pregnant and postpartum women, indicating a difference in emotional processing during childbearing. This highlights the need to use appropriate stimuli sets and tasks for the measurement of these implicit processes (that vary depending on the research question) and to pay particular attention to the methodology and validity of the experimental design. Stimuli that have been validated with the appropriate sample (ie, pregnant and postpartum women) will provide important normative information with which future researchers can compare results of studies with this population. This enhances the scope and validity of tasks and experimental stimuli, similar to normative data used in neuropsychological tests that measure intelligence and memory.

A specific model of affective reactivity

One explanatory model of affective reactivity is guided by the Evaluative Space Model, which specifies that the
affect system has evolved to automatically organize images into positive and negative valence categories. The positive and negative features merge into an implicit evaluation, influencing motivation to approach or avoid.\textsuperscript{52} In this model, the affect system is characterized by at least two asymmetries of response. First, the negativity bias is evidenced by larger responses (high negative valence ratings) to highly unpleasant than to equally extreme pleasant stimuli. This, along with other research, implies that all else being held constant, negative information has a stronger effect on behavior than positive information.\textsuperscript{76–78} The second asymmetry is the positivity offset, characterized by slightly positive responses to neutral stimuli. The default of the affect system when encountering neutral information is slightly positive,\textsuperscript{79} and because it is stable, it is regained quickly after unpleasant events.\textsuperscript{80}

Negativity bias and positivity offset function separately, permitting flexible reactivity to stimuli of varied valence and intensity. For example, positivity offset invokes a stronger motivation (but not behavior) to explore than to withdraw when responding to neutral to mildly pleasant stimuli. Likewise, negativity bias invokes a stronger motivation to withdraw rather than explore when responding to equally valenced pleasant and unpleasant stimuli. Experimental tests of the Evaluative Space Model in healthy subjects support the model’s conceptualization, facets, measurement, and temporal stability.\textsuperscript{81–83} Moreover, electrophysiological research has indicated that negativity bias is associated with a larger late positive potential\textsuperscript{77,84,85} and that positivity offset and negativity bias are differentially associated with two serotonin receptor genes.\textsuperscript{86}

Looking at clinical populations, some data have shown that depressed women have significantly higher negativity bias and lower positivity offset than healthy controls, which indicates heightened implicit reactivity to negative information and decreased positivity to neutral-minimally positive information. Depressed postpartum women have also shown significantly lower valence and arousal ratings than healthy postpartum women, which suggests distorted implicit reactivity and a uniquely altered function of the affect system.\textsuperscript{63} These underlying, implicit affective processes may serve as potential endophenotypes that could be used to personalize treatment for women experiencing symptoms of depression in pregnancy or postpartum. In addition, they may serve as indicators of disrupted affect and allow for early or preventive intervention. However, additional support for this model in a variety of populations and clinical presentations, particularly in perinatal samples, as well as the determination of biological substrates of these processes, is necessary.

\section*{Multilevel measurement of attention processing and affective reactivity}

Although implicit biological and physiological processes associated with affective and cognitive processes have been defined in both healthy and clinical populations, very little research has examined these constructs across women in childbearing age. Psychophysiological data have helped to characterize substrates of affective reactivity and attentional processing to deepen our understanding of endophenotypes that span the continuum of health to psychopathology. In pregnancy and postpartum, they may help refine the role of neurobiological and physiological changes related specifically to emotional and cognitive functioning. For example, electrophysiological signals linked with active muscles are of central interest because of their value as indices, and possible mechanisms, of behavioral processes. Surface facial electromyography (EMG) includes measures of negative and positive facial expression,\textsuperscript{87} whereas startle blink modulation is a measure of the startle reflex to fearful or threatening information. Research using facial EMG has documented patterns of covert motor activity that differentiate both within and between emotional and cognitive processes\textsuperscript{88–90} and between healthy and clinical populations.\textsuperscript{53,91–93}

Electrodermal activity includes measures of tonic levels of electrical conductance (skin conductance level) and changes as a function of task or in response to emotional stimuli (skin conductance response). Although facial EMG and startle modulation are sensitive to valence, electrodermal activity is a sensitive measure of arousal and has been shown to increase in response to emotional compared with neutral stimuli.\textsuperscript{94,95} In particular, research by Peter Lang and colleagues has examined the importance of these physiological indices in differentiating mood and anxiety disorders.\textsuperscript{48,52,53,95} Other measures are indices of specific processes (eg, negativity bias) that may manifest in multiple physiological systems (eg, patterns of facial EMG). The use of multiple measures is necessary to establish a thorough understanding of the underlying constructs and mechanisms of emotion and attention. In particular, it may provide important information regarding the physiological and biological components of emotional expression across pregnancy, allowing for a more nuanced classification and treatment of emotional disorders in pregnant and postpartum women.
More specifically, identifying the neural substrates of affective reactivity and attentional processing may improve our understanding of how healthy individuals respond to emotional information, areas of the brain that show relative hyper- or hypoactivation as a result of clinical symptoms, and how these processes may be altered across childbearing. For example, depressive symptom reduction may be linked with increased activation of the anterior cingulate, an area that integrates affective with cognitive information to produce an adaptive goal-directed response.\textsuperscript{96,97} Moreover, women with major depressive disorder have shown increased activation of the amygdala to negative stimuli relative to healthy controls.\textsuperscript{96,98,99} In healthy women, the prefrontal cortex modulates or inhibits activity in the amygdala, thereby down-regulating negative affect.\textsuperscript{100} This suggests the prefrontal cortex is a cognitive control mechanism governing perception of and attention to emotional stimuli. Further tests of these important brain areas in pregnant and postpartum women may help refine our understanding of the nature and course of affective responding during this transition.

Although neuroimaging has been examined in perinatal populations during passive viewing of emotional stimuli, the data are limited. Comparisons of attentional control tasks from pregnancy to postpartum or before and after treatment have not been studied. In one structural neuroimaging study, women between 2–4 weeks and 3–4 months postpartum were evaluated. An increase in gray matter volume, specifically in the prefrontal cortex, parietal lobes, and midbrain areas was observed. In addition, increased gray matter volume in the midbrain areas (ie, hypothalamus, substantia nigra, and amygdala) was associated with a mother’s positive perception of her baby.\textsuperscript{101} In summary, the first months of motherhood in healthy women appear to be accompanied by structural changes associated with increased positive emotion toward infants. These adaptations may be altered by depressive or anxious symptoms or disorder. Future research should compare healthy pregnant and postpartum women with healthy women and should explore the effects of postpartum depression on these processes.

**Modifying attentional processing and affective reactivity may reduce depressive symptoms**

Behavioral tasks that aim to modify attentional processing may also function to reduce depression symptoms;\textsuperscript{102} however, the mechanisms that facilitate symptom improvement have yet to be fully investigated. In one study, attention training resulted in lower attention bias scores for negative stimuli among dysphoric individuals.\textsuperscript{103} The use of effortful cognitive strategies in recovery from depression,\textsuperscript{104} and the influence of attention bias manipulation on depressive symptoms in mild, moderate, and severe depression, have been investigated.\textsuperscript{105} Results of these studies reveal that modification of cognitive and attentional biases have direct effects on symptoms of depression, indicating them as potential targets for treatment. In addition, they are easy to deliver and tolerate, making them especially attractive as an adjunct to currently available treatments.

Few studies have examined reductions or modifications of these processes as a component of treatment in childbearing, despite its importance, ease of delivery, and potential to reduce negative effects on mother–infant interactions. Mothers have reliably shown rapid responses (within 800 milliseconds) toward infant signals, similar to the concept of an unconditioned response to a stimulus.\textsuperscript{106} This observation provides important information about how women respond to their infants, particularly indicating these responses occur outside of conscious awareness, and therefore could potentially be targeted in treatment via implicit modification tasks. Modifications of these processes may be especially important during pregnancy as opposed to postpartum because of the neurobiological and endocrine changes that occur. For example, neuroplasticity during pregnancy has been observed in preparation for motherhood, particularly in the brain regions of the hippocampus and amygdala.\textsuperscript{107–111} Notably, these changes persisted into late adulthood; however, these assumptions rely heavily on data from animal models. Future studies should examine whether these changes are similar in humans, as this may inform parental–infant interactions and may elucidate progression of these changes over time. Furthermore, modifications during pregnancy, as opposed to postpartum, minimize potential effect on the infant by correcting disruptions early on.

Established treatments for mood disorders have also been examined in perinatal samples, although their effect on implicit processing has not been widely studied. One study examined the effects of cognitive behavioral therapy compared with usual care on attentional processing in depressed pregnant women.\textsuperscript{112} Before treatment, depressed women showed diminished attentional bias for infant distress compared with a group of nondepressed pregnant women.\textsuperscript{37} However, after receiving cognitive behavioral therapy treatment (modified to focus on specific needs in pregnancy), women’s attentional biases normalized and became comparable with pregnant women without depression. This indicates that treatment before childbirth can improve...
implicit attentional processing of infant stimuli, which may be directly related to positive infant outcomes. This observation supports the hypothesis that changes in explicit emotional responses to infants have positive outcomes for mother and baby and may potentially reflect alterations in underlying, implicit processes. Although existing treatments for depression in pregnancy and postpartum are efficacious, examining attentional processing and affective reactivity during treatment via modification tasks may optimize the therapeutic outcome for mother and baby.

**Identifying mechanisms of change is key to individualized treatment**

The next critical step in addressing this gap in knowledge is to investigate attentional processing and affective reactivity as potential mechanisms of action in treatment in pregnancy and postpartum. Future work could focus on this gap in the research by testing the hypothesis that a stronger affective reactivity to negative information (heightened negativity bias) motivates a pregnant woman to avoid the situation from which the negative information emerged. Treatment would focus on supporting the patient to habituate to the environment, which reduces the effects of the negative scenario over time. The patient would learn techniques to effectively manage her affective reactivity (similar to the concept of increasing distress tolerance) and adaptively respond to negative situations. In addition, having weaker affective reactivity to positive information may reveal a blunted reactivity to mildly pleasant images, which generates lower motivation to approach novel pleasant experiences. Treatment would focus on heightening affective reactivity to positive stimuli, thereby increasing motivation to approach and engage in pleasant situations.

With respect to attentional bias, researchers could test a model that posits that decreased attentional bias to infant distress leads postpartum women to respond maladaptively to their infants during times when they need comfort, potentially disrupt mother–infant interactions during early development, and through treatment, learn techniques to modify attentional biases, adaptively identify support systems in the environment to meet the infants’ needs, and thus increase positive mother–infant interactions.

Finally, treatment may focus directly on helping mothers respond appropriately to their infant’s cues. A substantial body of research has examined the importance of training mothers to be attentive and responsive to specific vocal and visual cues from their infant (ie, crying, facial expressions, other vocalizations) using models drawn from attachment theory. In depressed mothers, interventions targeting response to infant behaviors have shown improved mother–infant interactions. These results provide support for the beneficial effect of targeted maternal intervention to increase sensitivity and adaptive response to infant cues both in healthy and depressed mothers. The focus of attentional processing and affective reactivity to infant cues within these treatments may further enhance positive mother–infant interactions. This may be particularly important in dysregulated infants (ie, inconstantly crying, excessively crying, and unpredictable), given research showing that maternal behavior is less positive in irritable or colicky infants. We refer the reader to additional literature for specific studies on infant crying behavior and maternal interaction.

**Conclusion**

Well-designed tests of attention processing and affective reactivity with validated stimuli sets of emotional images are needed to address a key barrier to understanding how emotion and attention serve as mechanisms of action in treatment for women in pregnancy and postpartum. Multiple biological, physiological, emotional, and cognitive changes occur during childbearing and affect the mother’s view of herself, her baby, and the world in both adaptive and maladaptive ways. In particular, women become more attuned to their infants to provide adequate protection for themselves and their babies. In mothers with depressive symptoms during this critical time, attentional biases and affective reactivity are altered in a manner that is detrimental to their capacity to respond to environmental demands and infant distress.

Relevant to the mission of promoting women’s mental health in pregnancy and in the postpartum period, the long-term goals of this work would be to characterize neurocognitive and affective features associated with healthy pregnancy and postpartum transitions. These normative data could be compared with data from women with common disorders such as depression and anxiety to adapt scalable training tasks to recalibrate attention and affect, evaluate the progressive changes in neurocognitive function during psychotherapy and psychopharmacotherapy, evaluate how attentional bias and affective reactivity function as causal mechanisms of remission and relapse, and use multilevel assessment of physiologic, affective, neurocognitive, and behavioral indices to characterize change in the perinatal phase. To achieve these goals, future research should examine the role of potential mechanisms of change in pregnancy and postpartum.
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